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UNIT THREE 

Word    Definition         Synonym         Antonym 

Alluring   Extremely attractive, tempting, or glamorous, and able to arouse strong desire Appealing Unappealing 

   in people. 

Anachronism  The state or condition of being out of place in time.  

Anthropomorphic  Ascribing human form or attributes to a being or thing not human 

Cognition  The act or process of knowing 

Corpulent  Fat, obese.        Fleshy  Skinny 

Curtail   To reduce the length or duration of something.    Limit  Long 

Dehydration  Lessening or absence of water.      Dryness  Hydrated 

Disdain   Feeling of scorn for something or someone regarded as beneath oneself. 

Dormant   Inactive, at rest, temporarily inactive or not in use.    Sleeping  Active 

Elaborate  Having many different parts or a lot of detail and being   Complicated   Straightforward 

   organized in a complicated way.  

Euthanasia  Putting to death painlessly. 

Flaunt   Display ostentatiously (over the top).     Brag  Modest 

Genealogy  The study of family lines of ancestors 

Hierarchy  Persons or things arranged into a series according to rank.  

Hypodermic  Of, related to, or injected into the parts beneath the skin.  

Impetuous  Characterized by rash or sudden energy.     Impulsive Considered 

Innovate   To introduce a new way of doing something or a new device. 

Insoluble  Impossible to solve; difficult to dissolve 

Interrogation  The questioning of somebody thoroughly often in an aggressive or  Question 

   threatening manner and especially as part of a formal investigation 

Pervade   To spread through or be present throughout something.   Permeate 

Periphery  The outer or outermost part of something. 

Pestilent   Relating to serious and widespread illness or plague.    Deadly  Mild 

Psychopath  Person with a diseased mind. 

Sedate   Dignified, subdued, and lacking any sense of hurry or urgency.  Tranquilize 

Sentiment  Tender feelings of affection.  

Solace   Something that gives comfort or relief.     Comfort  Aggravation 

Sonorous  Full or loud in sound.  

Stagnation  Process of becoming foul or stale from lack or movement. 

Transcribe  Make an exact written copy.      Write out 

Traumatic  Extremely distressing, frightening, or shocking; sometimes   Shocking 

having long-term psychological effects. 

 

 

 


